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Using adjectives 

Grade 3 Adjectives Worksheet 
 

Circle the adjectives.  

 

Complete the sentences using the adjectives from above.  
 

1. The pleasant man helped the woman cross the street. 

2. The __________________ papers were left on the table. 

3. Mark was talking with his __________________ neighbour. 

4. Is it true that a __________________ mouse can scare an elephant? 

5. Leave your __________________ shoes on the mat by the door. 

6. The __________________ baby was crying for his bottle.  

7. The __________________ players scored many goals. 

8. Lydia left her __________________ backpack at the 

bottom of the stairs. 

9. Teddy is so __________________ and he tripped on the sidewalk. 

10. Jenna placed her __________________ doll carefully on her dresser. 

11. The students were looking forward to the __________________ summer 

break. 

12. The __________________ girl refused to sing in front of the crowd. 

clumsy fatigue island pleasant timid 

curious heavy koala precious tiny 

dirty hungry long eye trouble 

envy important mark strong vision 
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Answers 

 

 

 

1. The pleasant man helped the woman cross the street. 

2. The important papers were left on the table. 

3. Mark was talking with his curious neighbour. 

4. Is it true that a tiny mouse can scare an elephant? 

5. Leave your dirty shoes on the mat by the door. 

6. The hungry baby was crying for his bottle.  

7. The strong players scored many goals. 

8. Lydia left her heavy backpack at the bottom of the stairs. 

9. Teddy is so clumsy and he tripped on the sidewalk. 

10. Jenna placed her precious doll carefully on her dresser. 

11. The students were looking forward to the long summer break. 

12. The timid girl refused to sing in front of the crowd. 

 

clumsy fatigue island pleasant timid 

curious heavy koala precious tiny 

dirty hungry long eye trouble 

envy important mark strong vision 
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